
Executive Summary 

Any interruption to delivering IT services imposed costs upon Southern Cross 

Austereo (SCA) because their thousands of users were unable to reach company as-

sets. SCA’s existing intrusion system was sending out numerous false alarms or 

“false positives” requiring a system shutdown to forensically test the integrity of 

these alerts. This situation was unacceptable and prompted SCA to investigate a 

number of alternatives. Leading security integrator IPSec proposed SourceFire’s 

next generation IPS featuring FireSIGHT technology to remedy this situation. Fire-

SIGHT relies upon contextual real time analysis to identify and classify security haz-

ards that require further analysis by the SCA team. By automatically correlating 

events contextually, a more secure operating environment is delivered and the risk 

of false, non relevant or erroneous messages is reduced from thousands to just a 

handful. This eased a huge burden on IT staff, freeing up resources for more produc-

tive tasks. 
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Southern Cross Austereo reduces false security alerts from thousands per day to just a handful thanks to 

contextual analysis of anomalous data 
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Client Profile 

Every week the Southern Cross Austereo (SCA) tel-

evision and radio group touches more than 3 mil-

lion Australians via their extensive national broad-

casting network. Traditional radio and TV markets 

fuel the revenue that drives company growth but 

as technology has evolved, audiences are just as 

likely to use their phone to access digital audio 

streams over the internet. As their audience frac-

tures, SCA embrace social media and the world 

wide web as important ways of keeping in contact 

with their tech-savvy audiences. The organisation 

is a passionate sponsor of social causes and is 

committed to achieving sustainability goals and re-

ducing its carbon footprint. SCA is an innovator 

and an active participant in developing new tech-

nologies and markets like datacasting and Hybrid 

Broadcast Broadband TV - HBBTV.  

■ Former system presented many “false positives”  requiring a system shutdown 

that prevented employees reaching company assets 

■ Security safeguards are more reliant upon intelligence and correlation to      

proactively address threats 

■ SCA’s security posture has improved and administrators now have confidence 

that flagged  events pose a tangible threat 

■ IPSec provided design, implementation and training to streamline system       

installation 

■ Erroneous and false alerts have been reduced from thousands to just a handful  

“IPSec helped us solve a costly business challenge and improve our 

security posture”    

Rob Tuck                                                                                                                            

Security and Network Manager  -  Southern Cross Austereo  
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Business Driver   

SCA’s former intrusion detection system was failing to meet the de-

mands of the business. When administrators were alerted of a 

threat, further investigation required scheduling a planned outage 

and shutting down services to conduct forensic analysis. To com-

pound the problem, spurious alerts that required further review 

were frequently found to be “false positives”, a source of great 

frustration for IT staff. These service interruptions irritated employ-

ees and adversely affected staff productivity. This situation was un-

tenable for the organisation and prompted a technology refresh to 

resolve the problem. SCA sought the advice and services of security 

specialist partner IPSec to recommend a solution that would im-

prove security readiness, deliver accurate and contextually relevant 

threat alerts in real time, and provide greater visibility into the type 

of traffic traversing the network. 

 

IPSec Business Solution  

After a thorough analysis of the solutions available in the market, 

SourceFire’s IPS solution encompassing FireSIGHT technology was 

selected because it provided the granular controls and flexibility 

that allowed administrators to monitor the entire operating envi-

ronment in real-time. IPSec’s proposed solution would apply 

“contextual awareness” by alerting the staff of relevant issues that 

could have an impact upon the SCA environment. This would fur-

ther minimise the risk of false positives. By reducing the incidence 

of erroneous alerts, measurable improvements in productivity 

could be delivered and the organisation’s security posture en-

hanced. Security partner IPSec implemented the solution, provided 

training, and continue to provide first-line support. 

Summary  

SCA achieved immediate improvements to their overall security 

with the new system proving reliable, non-intrusive and providing 

greater employee productivity. The IT team were empowered with 

the tools to instantly respond to any anomalous behaviour flagged 

by the system. This responsiveness was complemented with granu-

lar reporting and trend analysis that offered insights into threat 

vectors and the overall health of security safeguards.  SourceFire’s 

IPS technology is a modular solution with best of breed enterprise 

management tools that enable SCA to expand the solution over 

time to new critical network segments.  Because the system is intel-

ligent and contextual, only relevant events are logged and correlat-

ed, reducing the need for unnecessary administrative intervention. 

 

Services  

 

Technology  

■ Consultation and business needs analysis, in collaboration with SCA     

employees 

■ High level design and audit of mitigation measures and safeguards 

■ Installation and configuration of the solution and implementation of    

operating parameters for managing security incidents 

■ Training of SCA staff on solution operation and performance tuning 

■ SourceFire IPS encompassing FireSIGHT technology  

About Us 

IPSec specialise in protecting your information assets and mitigating security risks. Our team of 

highly skilled professionals design, implement, audit, and manage every aspect of your information 

security environment. By applying industry best practice to business processes, IPSec offer unri-

valled service levels that protect your organisation and improves your overall security posture.  
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